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University of New Hampshire 
Student Activity Fee Committee  

Agenda October 31st, 2017 
 

I Call to Order 
a. Called to Order at 12:40 

II Communications 
a. General Communications 
b. SAFC Exec Communications 

i. Parker: If you are doing anything tonight, be safe. The ORF is ~$101,000. 
ii. Abi: No Communications 

iii. Nick L.: Thank you to everyone who responded to my email chain. For those 
who have not, get back to me ASAP 

iv. Maureen: Discussed Stipends 
v. Nate: Leadership Camp Applications close. Please get them in 

vi. Jake: Budgets ended last Wednesday. Senate goes over them this Sunday At-
Large Members are required to attend, for BMs it is highly suggested 

vii. Jake: Over the past few days, we received word on Friday that due to shifts that 
there were expenses that were unaccounted for in the SAF Office. We 
determined that is not within the SAF Exec to override SAFC, therefore that 
cannot be factored into the budget. Senate has the right to do that on Sunday. 

1. Brennan: Can you go over cost? 
a. Jake: It was ~$35,000 this year and even more for next year that 

goes into salaries for Business Services 
2. Shannon: Is this regarding the 3% increase discussed before? 

a. Jake: No, we did know about this until recently. Business Affairs 
gave us this number. We did not know about it until Friday. 

3. Shannon: What happens if we cannot make cuts for this $35,000? 
a. Jake: I’m not sure. 
b. Brennan: This money comes in this year. 

viii. Joshua H.: Is there a specific time Senate will go over the budgets? 
1. Brennan: Probably around 6:30 P.M. 

ix. Joshua H.: Can I get a proxy for this? 
1. Jake: Yes. 
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III Executive Summary 
i. Anime Club Halloween Proposal 

1. Jake: This was passed. Questions or comments? 
IV Organization Resource Office 

a. Post Programming / Post Conference Report 
i. Pre-Dental UNE Dental Forensics Day PPR 

1. Rep: We went to UNE last week and we got to talk to the students and 
we took a tour of the school. We could get a lot of information from the 
students and admissions than from the website. It will help them 
prepare for dental school 

2. Passed 
ii. VSA Leadership Retreat PPR 

1. Rep: We participated in this event and in the two days there was a lot of 
workshops. We learned a lot about how to work as a team and program 
things efficiently. We know someone from BU and other locations. If we 
ever need ideas, we can reach out to them 

2. Shannon: What were the actuals for this event? 
a. Rep: 9 Exec Members 

3. Discrepancy with Tran Tickets line amended 
4. Krysta: If there were nine people going, shouldn’t the train ticket line 

reflect that? 
a. Train Tickets Line Amended again 

5. Passes 
b. Programming / Conference Proposal 

i. MECA Merchandise Proposal 
1. Nooran: We really want some shirts for our members. We just want the 

word about our group to get out on campus more, we can do this by 
having items that display our logo, etc. 

2. Krysta: What do you mean by “Org Funds?” 
a. Nooran: Every organization on campus has their own funds, I 

think Parker could explain this better 
b. Parker: Some orgs, they have fundraisers or dues that help 

them get money outside of SAFC. 
ii. Pre-Dental Tufts Dental Impressions Day Proposal 

1. Author left prior to presentation due to an earlier confusion 
2. Abi: It is a trip they have gone to in the past. This was open to anyone 

who wanted to go. 
3. Shannon: Are the students paying the $43.19? 

a. Abi: No, they are not paying anything. This was just not filled 
out correctly. They are asking for ~$388.00 for 10 people. 

4. Amended corrections to proposal 
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5. Abigail S.: Is this over the conference limitations? 
a. Jake: No. 

6. Shannon: In the future, I would like to see a proposal put 2 weeks in 
advance. 

V Student Activity Fee Organizations 
a. Post Programming / Post Conference Reports 

i. CAB October Bingo PPR 
1. Josh V.: October Bingo was a rousing success as you can see from 

attendance. We had to turn people away. As promised for this month, 
we came in a little under budget to make up for coming in over budget 
last time 

2. Shannon: CAB has been doing an astounding job. Have you considered 
moving to a bigger location than the GSR? 

a. Josh V.: We have been tossing around ideas in Exec. We are 
considering ticketing the event, so we do not have to turn 
people away. We don’t have anything set in stone. The Granite 
State Room is the largest free room available to us. 

3. Nate: It is cost prohibitive to go to the Whitt or anything bigger than the 
GSR. 

4. Passes 
ii. MUSO Jeff Rosenstock PPR 

1. Melissa: Amended Proposed Attendance 
2. Melissa: It was a great show. 
3. Krysta: How did you sell out if you were under on students? 

a. Melissa: That was because of the earlier mistake of 80 non-
students instead of the original 60 non-students. 

b. Josh V.: It is the ratio that is different. They proposed 160 total 
attendees, but they had more non-students show up than 
anticipated. I heard it was a great show. 

4. Passes 
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b. Programming / Conference Proposal 
i. CAB Homecoming to May Day Budget Amendment 

1. Josh V.: Last year, during Budgets & Concepts, the Homecoming Budget 
was raised by $5,000. As we discussed last week, Homecoming came in 
under budget. We want to put that money into May Day now since we 
normally must come to SAFC to ask for extra money. 

2. Elena: Is the increase you usually ask for around $3,000? 
a. Josh V.: Yeah, usually $4,000. It is something that we did not 

account for in Budgets & Concepts. Sometimes we just have this 
money left over that we can move over. The costs have 
increased so we are not expecting to put on a bigger show, just 
a better run event. 

3. Passes 
ii. CAB November Bingo Proposal 

1. Josh V.: Same proposal that we have sent in twice. The name and date 
are the only differences. 

2. Abigail S.: Are you worried about attendance due to Thanksgiving 
Break? 

a. Josh V.: We did this around the same time as last year and we 
came in with the attendance we expected. 

3. Passes 
iii. NHOC Nov Event Food Proposal 

1. Sarah F.: We are having an event one week from today in the GSR. 
Andrew Drummond is presenting, and we wanted to have two options 
for food. One is a GORP station. People can make their own GORP. We 
also have a smoothie cart as well. 

2. Shannon: This is every detailed, I appreciate the amount of work put 
into it. 

3. Josh H.: I bring GORP on a lot of trips I lead, and it makes people happy. 
4. Passes 

iv. NHOC Nov-Dec Trip Signup Proposal 
1. Sarah F.: We are going to have these in the GSR, hopefully people will 

stay for the Andrew Drummond presentation. We used Outfitter way 
too quickly, so we will not be using that. 

2. Sarah F: Discussed the various trips they are planning to do for the 
month 

3. Passes 
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v. SAFO National Association for Campus Activities (NACA) Proposal 
1. Jake: This is coming out of the SAF Office Budget but is not from SAF 

Exec. 
2. Josh V.: This is a conference in Harford, CT for CAB, MUSO, etc. This 

benefits the activities programming at UNH. You can go to panels and 
get a lot of the lectures and acts for the Spring at much cheaper rates 

3. Elena: Can someone explain the note? 
a. Jake: Registration for this event ended on October 11th. SAF 

Exec was not told about this until last Tuesday. I informed them 
that this is against our protocol and that a proposal come to 
SAFC as soon as possible. Money is not supposed to be 
committed without approval of the CFOs or myself, but that is 
what happened. 

4. Elena: How did they do this then? 
a. Jake: It was a mistake on their part 
b. Nate: NACA has been going on for quite some time. In the last 

few years we have been pairing it down. Additionally, it was 
funded out of the MUBs budget. This proposal used to be our 
training proposal. I am not going this year due to my shifting 
family priorities. 

5. Dennis: Why is this coming of the SAF Office Budget? 
a. Jake: Since it benefits various SAFOs as well as members of SAF 

Exec. This would have been in the Travel line for the budget this 
year/ 

6. Emily: If this passes and the money that is already committed, where 
does the money come from? 

a. Jake: The SAF Office Budget 
7. Elena: Who is going? 

a. Josh V.: CAB members, MUSO members, and MUB 
Administration. 

8. Josh H.: I’m from Hartford. The hotel prices here are very high for the 
area. Why is that? 

a. Josh V.: The hotel, to my knowledge, is right next to the 
conference center, it helps cut down on transportation costs 

b. Nate: Some years we have done it by staying across the river. 
We got away with it for the most part, but some years the 
weather was terrible. Doing it this way costs less because we do 
not have to deal with parking. 

9. Nick C.: What is a cash advance? 
a. Josh V.: To pay for meals. Very few are paid for by NACA itself. 
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10. Christian: Is this historically open to others? 
a. Jake: Yes, but I did not know this was going up until after 

registration had closed. 
11. Abi: Will this happen again next year? 

a. Jake: Hopefully not, since there are extraneous circumstances 
here, I wanted the Committee to review this. 

12. Emily: If this fails, were will the money come from? I misspoke in my last 
question. 

a. Jake: It would not come from SAFC or the SAF Office 
13. Dennis: Does NACA provide transportation to and from hotels? 

a. Nate: They do not 
14. Elena: How were these people selected? 

a. Josh V.: I can speak that, from CAB, we opened applications to 
every member. We declined a few applications for people who 
have been before. We want to offer this to new members who 
have not experienced it yet. I cannot speak to other 
organizations. 

b. Melissa: Usually 2-4 people are selected from MUSO, generally 
who would benefit most from the networking. I do not know 
how other orgs would be able to go. It was discussed in our 
community. 

15. Christian: Since this is a SAF Office Proposal, why is Josh V. presenting 
this rather than a member of SAF Exec? 

a. Jake: It is usually presented by the one committing the funds. 
Since none of SAF Exec knew about this, we are not presenting 
it. 

b. Josh V.: Melissa and I were asked to speak to it because we 
committed the funds. 

16. Nick L.: Is anything being done in the future to make sure administration 
does not commit fund without students’ knowledge? 

a. Nate: We would have this be a late April proposal in the future. 
That way it occurs on a more predictable basis. 

17. Brennan: Who committed the funds? 
a. Jake: I know it was an administrator 

18. Breann: Can you go over the general timeline? 
a. Jake: Registration closed on the 11th. 

i. Nate: This was the early-bird registration. Prices have 
since increased for registration. 
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19. Parker: Would you say that what students gain from this is worth the 
amount of money here? 

a. Nate: I would say so. They basically see 45 different programs. 
We often bring back information for other orgs as well. It allows 
us to network with other institutions and see pricing. The ripple 
effect is impressive. 

20. Elena: As an organization that has previously gone to the event, do you 
know if anyone in the DSC knew about this? 

a. Auderien: No, we did not. 
21. Brennan: Has a member SAF Exec gone to this? 

a. Nate: Yes, up until around four years ago. 
b. Jake: One attended last year and the year before. 

22. Shannon: Earlier today, I was approached by four people for this 
proposal. I went to the administrator who allocated the funds and other 
people involved. The administrator said they did the cash advance but 
did not know to go through the SAF. People also said that reps from DSC 
and SAF Exec would go. The reason for the SAF Exec not going was due 
to the turnover there. DSC seems more hit-or-miss. I was told the funds 
were allocated a few days before SAF Exec had been made aware of it. 

23. Shannon: As much as I advocate for conferences, there were so many 
communication issues, as much as I do not want to hurt CAB or MUSO, I 
cannot pass this because of the lack of rules that were followed. If a 
student had done this, there would be severe repercussions. If anyone 
else had presented this, it would have failed right away. Administration 
should have known better. As important as SAFOs are, this should be 
opened to other organizations and OROs that could benefit from this. At 
this point in time, I am going to fail this due to the way this came to be. 
The administrator has apologized but, at the same time, I want to make 
sure that this cannot happen again. It is a severe and serious situation 
that we have. 

24. Abigail S.: They registered under the early registration. What would 
happen if we failed this and allocated money for the current 
registration? More people may be able to go if we do that. 

a. Josh V.: I can try to speak to that. It has been a broad tentative 
conversation I have been having. Logistically, if we were to open 
this up, the registration is more expensive and account for them 
in the cash advance and, more than likely, it would cost more 
elsewhere due to increases in the van rental line and hotel 
costs. The hotel rooms may have to be elsewhere, and it would 
be tricky to coordinate. 

25. Emily C.: I am disappointed that the funds were allocated without SAF 
Exec’s knowledge. This is a 100% fail in my book. 
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26. Christian: I really do not know where to start. Everything about this 
proposal irks me. It should be an automatic fail. It is insane that SAF 
Funds were committed without student’s knowledge and that SAF Exec 
was not made aware of this. This should be opened to more groups as 
well. I have so many problems this. It should be failed on principle. A 
student would be sent to the Office of Community Standards. 

27. Elena: I want to make sure it is noted that if you are an administrator, 
they should know what the SAF Office is and always be in contact with 
them. It is not acceptable that they do not and were not. 

28. Josh V.: I want to clarify for the Committee that while CAB and MUSO 
are both attending the event, the way this was proposed and that funds 
were allocated was not put on us or were we informed of it. I was told 
several times that this would be taken care of and that it would go 
through the right channels. I was only told recently that I had to 
propose this. In my conversations with SAF Exec, I realized it was not my 
responsibility to propose this and am disappointed with administration. 
I know that many violations have occurred. I cannot argue or blame 
anyone who feels this should be failed based on those violations of 
procedures. Please keep in mind that MUSO, CAB, and other 
organizations have benefited from NACA. This will hurt us for the Spring 
Semester and possibly the Fall Semester next year 

29. Nick L.: I’ll make this brief, but I hope this goes into the minutes 
verbatim. Anyone who votes to approve this is condoning the 
Administration infringing on the right of students to control the SAF. 

30. Krysta: Failing this is not going to change anything that administration 
has done and will only hurt the students> I’m not denying the fact that 
the violations were wrong, but we are just hurting students. Also, the 
year I went with DSC members, they did not feel it was conducive to 
their org. 

31. Auderien: A former DSC member stated they enjoyed NACA, but that it 
did not benefit the org as a whole 

32. Shannon: I do not blame the BMs that sit on this Committee. They were 
just trying to do their job, I do not think the students should be blamed. 
I do think a letter of concern should be sent to the administrators. We 
may need to consider the removal of the administrator from that 
organization. I do feel for CAB and MUSO, it seems they really want to 
go to this conference. I would be willing to send one member from each 
org. I do not think the administrators should be able to go, however. I 
do not think they understand what they are putting the student 
through. 
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33. Abigail S.: Registration still is open. As much as I feel for CAB and MUSO, 
we need to fail this as it is right now. 

a. Jake: This is this weekend so this the last time it could be 
brought up. 

34. Shannon: Is there any way that we could bump this to SAF Exec with 
certain stipulations? 

a. Jake: You would have to amend it, then bump it.\ 
b. Josh V.: We would leave for this Thursday morning [so that is 

not possible.] 
35. Christian: I request a roll call vote 
36. Vote is as follows: 

a. Parker Armstrong: Nay 
b. Abigail Kourafas: Nay 
c. Office of the Student Body President and Vice President: Nay 
d. SAF Senator 1: Nay 
e. SAF Senator 2: Nay 
f. SAF Senator 3: Nay 
g. SAF Senator 4: Nay 
h. SAF Senator 5: Nay 
i. SAF Senator 7: Nay 
j. At-Large Member 1: Abstain 
k. At-Large Member 2: Nay 
l. At-Large Member 3: Nay 
m. At-Large Member 4: Nay 

37. Fails with one abstention 
38. Jake: I will be sending a letter explaining why this was failed. 

VI Other Business 
i. At-Large Applications 

ii. Interview for Elliott Greene started at 1:45 
VII Adjournment 
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